CASE STUDY
PRODUCT

“Personalization is central to successfully delivering our IT
Orchestration promise to customers. RichRelevance allows us to
proactively meet and exceed our partner and customers’ high
expectations by showcasing the precise combination of products
and services to empower their customers to be faster, savvier and
better equipped to take on the future.”
– John Seebeck

RichRelevance Recommend™
RichRelevance Discover™

Vice President and GM
eCommerce at CDW

SOLUTIONS

Personalized Recommendations
Personalized Search

Founded in 1984, CDW is a leading multi-brand technology solutions provider to
business, government, education and healthcare organizations in the United States,
Canada and the United Kingdom. The company is ranked #199 on the Fortune 500
with nearly $15 billion in annual sales.

SEGMENT

Challenge

CHALLENGE

CDW has a strong reputation for bringing together both technology and unrivaled
expertise to solve organizational challenges and build IT solutions that companies
need to succeed. With more than 100,000 products (from over 1,000 leading and
emerging technology partners) ranging from discrete hardware and software to
integrated IT solutions, CDW’s customers rely on the brand for ongoing strategic advice
and proactive problem solving.

B2B
IT Products and Solutions

With 100,000+ products, 1,000+ partners
and 5,000+customer-facing trusted
advisors, CDW needed to effectively
connect a diverse set of customers with
the right items, ancillaries and services
to meet their unique business goals.

RESULTS

RichRelevance’s personalization
solution allows CDW to deliver an
engaging, immersive and relevant
customer experience tailored for
industry, company and individual role,
as well as unique goals and preferences
 Increased overall sales and topline growth while enhancing
customer satisfaction
 Improved attach rates and
category penetration through
cross-sell and upsell strategies
 Improved operational efficiency
and internal productivity
 Improved product awareness and
overall shopping experience

To deliver on this value proposition, CDW must create and sustain a personal
connection with each client – from the first engagement throughout the entire
customer journey. This includes delivering the most valuable and relevant customer
journey online, in email and across the digital experience – as well as through personto-person consultation via dedicated account managers who work directly with
customers across diverse industries and vertical markets.
This high-touch approach requires a detailed understanding of each customer’s
history with CDW and their role within the customer organization, as well as immediate
goals, preferences and requirements. It is not enough to simply anticipate customer
needs and ensure the compatibility of products; CDW must also continually adjust for
things like changing inventory and co-marketing agreements while also connecting
customers with the right services to support their solution.

Solution
RichRelevance’s proven personalization solution allows CDW to bring together
pertinent data and systems around every customer to provide the most relevant,
memorable experience in every sales channel.
The RichRelevance solution identifies and understands both implicit and explicit
preferences, and leverages product compatibility and services attributes to deliver
the best possible guidance [alt: experience] to customers. By optimizing personalized
search results and recommendations - from email to the home page through the
shopping cart - each individual has a unique experience tailored specifically to them.

Within this experience, CDW has advanced control over
merchandising to ensure customers are connected to
complementary products, services and accessories from
strategic partners. In addition, CDW’s sales support and
dedicated account managers gain access to individualized
product and services suggestions in real time to improve service
levels and add value to every call center interaction.

of its personalization strategy including: what and how to test;
optimizing personalized placements; instrumentation and
technical aspects. RichRelevance’s guidance also extends to data
science advancement to develop new personalization strategies,
such as custom segmentation specific to CDW’s B2B framework.

How It Works
Every digital experience is dynamically generated in real-time
based on comprehensive data on products, services, individual
and account history and omnichannel transactions and behavior
(online, email, call center, others). RichRelevance’s advanced
machine learning automatically selects the best-performing
algorithm for a particular interaction out of 125+ personalization
strategies. Real-time signals are fed back into the personalization
engine to allow the experience to evolve and adapt in real time to
changing preferences, contexts and needs.
The RichRelevance personalization solution is built on a fully
customizable, enterprise-class architecture that prioritizes
scalability, agility and flexibility in order to make personalization
work for CDW’s customers. RichRelevance currently delivers
over 1 billion decisions a day with industry leading speeds and
uptime – a must-have for CDW’s customers.

Results
CDW has established a long-term partnership with RichRelevance
based on the value that personalization provides to its
customers and its business. This includes continually adding
new data sources as fuel for improved personalization, as well
as expanding the number of personalized touchpoints offered
to customers.
As CDW’s growth outpaces the US IT market, the company
has seen measurable increases in sales and engagement as it
connects customers to the right products and services. These
include:
 Significant increases in both cross-sell attach rate and
average order value
 Improved operational efficiency and merchandising
effectiveness
 Improved product awareness and conversion through onsite search by delivering more relevant results

“RichRelevance and personalization are an essential part of our
effort to take the power of our products and make them work
for our customers,” said CDW. “We bring together the very best
performing and most relevant products and services to unlock
value for our customers at every engagement – whether replacing
a laptop or bringing a new restaurant online. Personalization
is essential to providing the best possible experience to our
customers and RichRelevance is a valued, long term partner in
helping us achieve this goal.”

CDW continues to innovate personalization aided by a dedicated
personalization expert from RichRelevance who provides
strategic advice and thought leadership gleaned from other
industries. CDW continually evaluates and evolves every aspect
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